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Abstract: This paper presents a business model for the ICT in education projects implementation. Using a design-research approach, we analyzed cases of the Online Resources and eLearning Implementation (OREI) framework that we developed. After the theoretical background, we discussed the proposed framework and a set of steps to guide the implementation. We formulated the framework practices and the levels of implementation precedencies using Matlab tools, and used Unified Modeling Language (UML) artifacts to present a business model for planning, implementation, and evaluation for the framework. A total of seven key components of 1) Government support, 2) infrastructures deployment, 3) technology enhancement, 4) training and recruitment of users and experts, 5) policies and guidelines, 6) stakeholders’ participation, and 7) the monitoring and evaluation for acceptability, performance, and usability were discussed. Finally, we present a conceptual block diagram of the OREI framework business model to illustrate its validity on the enhancement of the ICT projects in education.
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1. Introduction

In today’s complex world of rapid technology change and information overflow, a solid approach for technology and infrastructure deployment in the education system is essential. Such an approach helps ensure that technology, infrastructures, manpower recruitment, policies and guidelines implementations are consistent with the education objectives, and can be effectively utilized once the technology has been deployed [1]. Many ICT in education projects in developing countries have not been performing constructively [2]–[5]. However, resources (e.g. hardware, software, connectivity) are provided and beneficiaries trained; evaluation stages reported narrow usage of ICTs in classrooms and lack of additional competencies among the beneficiaries [1], [3], [6]–[9]. Most of ICTs projects carried out in Tanzania focused on improving teaching and learning practices and increased access to digital resources in secondary schools [3], [5], [10], [11]. In relation to ICT equipment in secondary education, the issues of planning, implementation, and evaluation of the performance, usability, and standardization are important considerations and raise concerns about the subsequent provision of effective systems [12]–[14]. The worst practices related to the use of ICTs in education inmost developing countries are dumping hardware in
schools without prior usage planning, transferring ICT-related models and practices from developed countries to the less developed education systems, deploying hardware without pedagogical contents being planned and the lack of monitoring and evaluation [15], [16]. The more diverse the level and range of ICT equipment configurations schools can have the more complex and expensive technical support solution will need to be to support them. A more centrally reinforced technology deployment approach, where the specifications for new infrastructures and the level of technology to use have to be planned, standardized, and more complemented by appropriate local experts’, would prevent many of these concerns. There is a need to have an integrated framework business model that guides existing policies and frameworks for the ICT in education enhancement.

2. Background

2.1. Technology and Education Paradigm Shifts

Education paradigms are shifting to include online learning, hybrid learning, and collaborative models. The use of ICT as a pedagogical tool has the power to support and reshape education both in the classroom and beyond the school walls [17]. ICT makes educational contents easier to find, to access, to manipulate and remix, and to disseminate. The pedagogy of literacy with ICT across any curriculum encourages movement from ICT as supplementary tools to a model that infuses ICT across the curriculum [18]-[21].

A supplementary relationship separates ICT and curriculum in space, time, and personnel-separate computer labs, computer classes, and computer teachers. A complementary relationship when there are ICT connections with curriculum in various ways. An integrated relationship allows the classroom teacher to bring ICT into the classroom so it is available at teachable moments. An infused relationship allows the transparent application of ICT, wherever and whenever appropriate, to enhance critical and creative thinking. The ICT teacher training efforts could be classified into four categories such as ICT as part of content, ICT as a facilitator, ICT as a core delivery and ICT as content both contributing to the ICT as a core component in teacher education and its application.

There are trends of technology changes that have forced many education systems worldwide to change. Examples of important technological trends identified in several studies are:

1) Cloud computing- is an evolving new computing model for providing computing services that relies on a number of present technologies (e.g., the Internet, virtualization, grid computing and Web services) [22]. It has transformed education systems through computing and communication, data storage and access, and collaborative work [23]. The application and services of cloud computing to schools are such as remote access to learning tools in a cost effective manner to the school systems [24].

2) Mobile learning is becoming an integral part of secondary education practices, increasingly common for students to own and use portable devices in many countries where policies and teaching approaches support [25], [26]. Personal mobile technologies for learning are more widespread (Personal Digital Assistants, tablet or smartphone); with easy to use and touch screen interfaces they
are gateways to endless learning, collaboration, and productivity fostered by the Internet [27], [28].

3) Learning analytics are more associated with deciphering trends and patterns from educational big data, or huge sets of student-related data, to further the advancement of a personalized, supportive system of elementary education [29], [30]. It is the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs [23], [25].

4) Open content they focuses on sharing of significant amounts of curricula, resources, and learning materials [25]. In many parts of the world, open content represents a profound shift in the way students study and learn by providing open data, and open resources, along with notions of transparency and easy access to data and information easily accessible via the internet [31]–[33].

5) Virtual and remote laboratories take advantages of the wireless networks, mobile devices, and cloud-based software to make scientific experiences more accessible for schools that lack fully equipped labs [34]. In in virtual and remote environments, an experiment can be conducted several times with greater efficiency and precision [25].

6) Social media have changed the way people interact, present ideas, and information, and communicate. Educators, students, and even the public routinely use social media to share current events, opinions, and articles of interest [35]–[37]. The fact that all of these various groups are using social media speaks to its effectiveness in engaging people [38].

2.2. Critical Challenges Leading to Education Reform

There are challenges that inspired the need for education systems to change. They also have influenced the need for framework to guide the planning, implementation and evaluation of the ICT investments in education based projects. Present and future challenges that hinder technology use in education are:

1) Teachers’ efforts and ambitions to integrate new technologies in classrooms and curriculum implementation have changed [39], [40]. The extent to which teachers and their learners have access to digital educational resources at school and at home, have influenced teaching and learning experience to change [41], [42]. The results are that the new investments are underutilized, not used at all, or used in a way that mimics an old process rather than innovating new processes that may be more engaging for students [23].

2) Old and traditional practices and approaches limit broader uptake of new technologies. In many cases, experimentation with, or piloting of innovative applications of technologies are often seen as outside the role of teachers, and thus discouraged [6], [43], [44]. Students are different, but schools are still using materials developed decades ago, but today's students come to school with very different experiences due to globalization and information overflows [45], [46]. Changing these processes will require major shifts in attitudes as much as they will in policy.

3) New models of education are bringing unprecedented competition to traditional models of schooling. This is a concern, as where schools’ access open education resources (e.g. multimedia, games, lectures, and tutorials) providing an important part of the learning process [47], [48]. Socio-economic aspects are significant causes of differed digital educational resources access [23]. Open educational resources (e.g. MOOCs) have opened the doorway to entirely new ways of thinking about online learning.

4) The increased blending of formal and informal learning. Traditional approaches are running short when without technology mix; access to online resources is becoming more demanding than ever [23]. New concepts and materials are initially studied outside of school, thus preserving class time to refine mastery with discussions, collaborations with classmates, problem solving, and experimentation [49]–[52].
The demand for personalized learning and learner centered demanded by the 21st century education system is not adequately supported by current practices [25]. New learning models that are engaging to younger generations are more challenging [53]. New technologies that provide more learner choice and control and allow for differentiated instruction enlarged the gap between the vision and the tools needed to achieve the personalized learning [54]–[56].

3. Purpose of the Study

In developing countries, Information and communication Technologies (ICTs) are often seen as a promising solution to overcome educational systems deficiencies. However, ICTs solutions are normally expensive; it is a real challenge to use novel ICT based solutions in a meaningful way without prior strategic planning. For instance, in developing countries like Tanzania, deployment of ICTs in education has been spanned as shortcut; no ahead planning frameworks and policies that leads as roadmaps. Costly ICTs are being procured and some offered by development partners as donations without prior planning on how they are to benefit the education systems. The aim of this study was to contribute to the development of a technology supported pedagogical reform that uses a framework for planning, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation, that we called OREI (Online Resources and eLearning Implementation). The framework combined government support, training and recruitment, experts involvement, technology deployment, infrastructures enhancement, policy makers, beneficiaries, and other stakeholders to be used in as a roadmap for transforming education with new technologies. The study asserts to why it is important to have a roadmap framework that consider involvement of multi-stakeholders in each stage when the government wants to deploy pedagogical ICTs in the education systems.

Fig. 2. Linking sustainable technology use in schools’ with other aspects.

Fig. 2 above show the dependencies and causality effects between components that have to be considered when planning for technology use in the education system. The objective of our study is to design a novel guiding principle for pedagogical ICTs solutions enhancement. To solve local educational problems, the Framework for Online Digital Educational Resources Sharing and Blended Learning Implementation that we developed, could be used to guide the future planning, investment and evaluation of ICTs in education projects in developing countries, taking Tanzania as a show case study.
4. Methodology

This was a design-based research for developing the OREI framework business model. Design based research is a methodology suitable to both research and design of technology-enhanced learning environments (TELEs) [57]. The framework addressed the need for innovation in educational contexts [58]. It focused on the challenges confronting technology innovations using usable knowledge implemented in real-world school contexts with a framework guiding systemic technology Innovations as an end result [59]. In this study, we followed steps were used:

1) First, developed interactions of the conceptual framework (OREI) components.
2) Second, we used Matlab tools to generate implementation alternatives based on interchanging the framework components.
3) The implementation alternatives were used to determine cases of the levels of precedencies when working towards realizing an optimum goal of any systems development ICT in education based project.
4) In the current work, we analyzed cases of the framework components based on the developed levels of precedencies samples.
5) Third, we designed a framework business model using Unified Modeling Languages (UML) artifacts as a result for this study.

5. Planning Requirements for Online Digital Educational Resources Sharing and Blended Learning Implementation

The framework developed puts Government intervention at the highest priority and evaluation as the final stage when planning for online digital education resources sharing and blended learning in secondary education. The interactions of components in Fig. 3 below were based on the cause effects between requirements of the framework.

![Fig. 3. A planning conceptual model for online educational resources and e-learning implementation.](image-url)

The framework addressed seven key components that are must in order to achieve sustainability in ICT in education projects. Others are infrastructures (e.g. hardware, software, projectors, multimedia devices,
internet connections, wireless access devices etc.), technology (Learning Contents Management Systems that could work as communication and collaboration space), recruitment, and Training (training teachers and students to be confident with infrastructures and the technology, hiring experts). In addition, Guidelines and Policies (e.g. Ethics issues and ICT, curriculum and syllabuses reviews so they can match with technology integration, teaching and training manuals, performance indicators and assessment procedures etc.) and stakeholders (e.g. research and training institutions, the communities, etc.) Students’ abilities and eager to learn using ICT tools can be influenced positively by the availability of relevant infrastructures in schools and the teachers knowledge, skills, attitudes and ICT use competences. In addition, training institutions can influence teachers’ knowledge and pedagogical ICT tools competences through readiness to ICT use programmes and practices tutors are familiar with.

5.1. Determining Framework Components Implementation Levels’ of Precedencies

The interactions in Figure 3 above could overlap and mostly each component depends on one another. Seven components were modeled. The following assumptions were made in implementing the framework levels of precedencies.

Assumption 1. In whatever case of the level of precedencies considered, the Government intervention must start, and the Evaluation activities must finalize the process.

Assumption 2. Depending on the Government support financially, materially and the availability of expertise, the component of Policies, Guidelines, Technology, Infrastructures and the stakeholders can be mixed during implementation. This should be determined by the SWOC analysis report.

Assumption 3. To model the possible levels of precedencies requirement components was serially labeled as:

- A=Government support
- B=Infrastructures
- C=Technology
- D=Guidelines and Policies
- E=Training and Recruitment (experts, teachers, students)
- F=Stake Holders (External interactions)
- G=Evaluation

Using Matlab tools, we generated 120 numbers of possible levels of precedencies and implementation alternatives (see appendix). Within each of the levels of precedencies produced can regenerate more alternatives based on the SWOC analysis report. Presented in this study are nineteen examples for illustrations and generated operations tree figures. To be more specific, components grouped together in circles in the figures below could be carried out concurrently while all other components that are not grouped in circles are to be carried individually and separately. The randomly cases of the possible alternatives of the levels of precedencies are presented below:

Fig. 4. Levels of precedencies and implementation alternatives performed serially.
Table 1. Descriptions of the Levels of Precedencies Presented Above

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. No</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 4: (a, b, c, d, and e)</td>
<td>Considered carrying out each activity sequentially and separately. The levels of precedencies during implementation could only be determined by carrying out SWOC analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5: (a, b, c, d, and e)</td>
<td>Considered combining some activities in a pairwise followed by individual activities that could be performed sequentially and separately after getting inputs from previous activities. The levels of precedencies during implementation could be determined by Government budget and a SWOC analysis report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 6: (a, b, c, and d)</td>
<td>Considered combining three activities at once followed by individual activities that could be performed concurrently after getting inputs from previous activities. The levels of precedencies could only be determined by resources availability and a SWOC analysis report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 7: (a, b, c, d, and e)</td>
<td>Considered combining four activities followed by individual activities carried out concurrently after getting inputs from previous activities. The levels of precedencies could only be determined using a SWOC analysis report.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. The Framework Business Model and Its Constructs
It is self-evident that the establishment of pedagogical ICTs, broadband networks, centralized technology and supportive infrastructures (computer hardware and software) and other up-to-date teaching and learning technology is a priority area for secondary education investment. The ICT equipment currently available in few schools and teacher training colleges for use in the classroom is inadequate and much is outdated. It is not possible to create a blended e-learning culture and embed ICT in the curriculum without having appropriate and adequate information and communications technology tools available in the education systems. Within the rapidly changing world of information technologies, evaluation, renewal, and replacement of computers and outdated technologies are on-going requirements. Carrying out any of these kinds of projects needs carefully planning, implementation, and evaluation to avoid committing huge investments on unpredictable achievements; hence predefined business model is the solution.

Fig. 7. Conceptual OREI framework business model.

Fig. 7 above is a roadmap to ICT deployment in secondary schools, as far as any planning involving technology is concerned, the flexibility to change or reinterpret goals is vital. The framework business model will assist developing countries, Tanzania as a case to plan for the effective use of digital technologies in schools to prepare students for the demands of an ever-changing world, to achieve powerful learning and teaching, avoid investing in outdated technologies and improve administration. When developing a plan based on this business model, there should be a vision to incorporate the direction that creates a picture of the future, how it looks, and how ICT could enable improvement. To achieve this, several resources must be identified in the SWOC (strength, weakness, opportunities and challenges) analysis report, which comes at every stage of planning and implementation of this business model.

6. Conclusion
The successful integration of ICT in public schools depends on a planned and harmonized approaches, involving experts of different professionals, beneficiaries, stakeholders from various institutions that are spearheaded by strong leadership at all levels. However, a government centralized funding support works, there is a potential controversy between funding of school ICTs, experts opinions, planning and decision-making [60]. Using a design-research approach, we analyzed cases of the framework design requirements, formulated levels of precedencies using Matlab tools, and used Unified Modeling Language (UML) artifacts of the framework activities to design a framework business model for planning, implementation, and evaluation of ICT in education projects called OREI (Online Resources and eLearning Implementation). The designed model addressed the positions and involvement of the government, manpower recruitment, experts, technology, infrastructures, policy makers, beneficiaries, and other stakeholders. The designed model integrated leadership, time, investment, and policy imbued with vision to transform secondary education and building blended e-learning culture. Thus teacher professional development in the use of pedagogical ICTs should embody and model the forms of pedagogy that teacher can use themselves in their classrooms. A key lesson of previous initiatives[3], [5], [61], [62], demands governments in developing countries to have a predefined achievements before requesting for donor funding. In this study planning, committing an investment, evaluations and monitoring the sustainability of the planned and implemented ICT project are potential to the deployment of technology in schools.

Appendix

Possible Numbers of the Levels of Precedencies that determines implementation alternatives

Note: Below is the table showing 120 numbers of the levels of precedencies, however they are not necessarily to be undertaken serially. For example, for a set with 'ABCD'FEG', the set of "BC" can be taken together, "DF" can also be combined, "E" can separately be accomplished and finalize with "G" alone.

A=Government support
B=Infrastructures
C=Technology
D=Policies and Guidelines
E=Training and Recruitment (experts, teachers, students)
F=Stake Holders (External interactions)
G=Monitoring and Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABCDEFG</th>
<th>ACBDEFG</th>
<th>AD8FEG</th>
<th>AE8DFEC</th>
<th>AFBCEDG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABCDFEG</td>
<td>ACBDFEG</td>
<td>AD8FEC</td>
<td>AE8DCFG</td>
<td>AF8CDEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCEDFG</td>
<td>ACBEFEG</td>
<td>AD8C8EG</td>
<td>AE8FDCG</td>
<td>AF8BDEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCEFDG</td>
<td>AC8EFDG</td>
<td>A8DBC8EG</td>
<td>AE8FCDG</td>
<td>AF8BCEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCE8DG</td>
<td>AC8BE8D</td>
<td>A8BEC8G</td>
<td>A8E8C8DG</td>
<td>AF8BED8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCEFEG</td>
<td>A8C8FEG</td>
<td>A8DE8FG</td>
<td>A8EC8BG</td>
<td>AF8BDEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDECF8</td>
<td>A8D8E8FG</td>
<td>A8D8CF8G</td>
<td>A8EC8DB8G</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDFE8G</td>
<td>A8DF8EG</td>
<td>A8DCF8B8G</td>
<td>A8EC8DB8G</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDF8EG</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8DF8EB8G</td>
<td>A8E8CB8DG</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDE8FG</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8D8C8F8G</td>
<td>A8EC8DB8G</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDE8FG</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8D8C8F8G</td>
<td>A8EC8DB8G</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDEFG8</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8D8C8F8G</td>
<td>A8EC8DB8G</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCD8EG</td>
<td>A8C8DF8G</td>
<td>A8D8F8B8G</td>
<td>A8E8C8DB8G</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8DCEG</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8DF8E8B8G</td>
<td>A8E8CB8DG</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8DFEG</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8DF8E8B8G</td>
<td>A8E8CB8DG</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8DFEG</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8DF8E8B8G</td>
<td>A8E8CB8DG</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8DFEG</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8DF8E8B8G</td>
<td>A8E8CB8DG</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8DFEG</td>
<td>A8DF8B8G</td>
<td>A8DF8E8B8G</td>
<td>A8E8CB8DG</td>
<td>AF8CDB8G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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